DataMap Intelligence >>
>> mapping the future of the american landscape

>> West Berlin, New Jersey
/
/
/
/

year built:....................2007
no. of new homes:...............349
builder: J.S. Hovnanian & Sons, LLC
community name:..........Montebello

/ no. of new segments:.............38
---/ Tele Atlas:..............missing
---/ NAVTEQ:..................missing
/
/
/
/
/
/

type of homes:........single family
address:......270 North Cooper Road
zip:..........................08091
county:......................Camden
latitude:..................39.81191
longitude:................-74.91960

/ additional geospatial data:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Development boundary
Street centerlines with address ranges
Point addressing
County parcel PIN and/or Block and Lot
Parcel area, perimeter and acreage
Centroid points of parcels
Census block and tract

DataMap Intelligence >>
>> all the New Street Location and
New Housing Data that you’re missing...
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about DataMap Intelligence >>
DataMap Intelligence is a complete and comprehensive
data tracking company that collec ts and distributes
data per taining to all new residential development
across the United States and Canada.
There are thousands of new residential developments
created each year most of which are built on freshly
minted streets. This makes it very dif ficult for companies
in need of this data to remain abreast with the influx
of new street location data. DataMap Intelligence
tracks the information per taining to new development
in addition to a host of other relevant data.
In an ever changing environment where developments
seem to sprout up overnight, companies related to real
estate, mapping technology, demographic predic tion
and the financial sec tor simply cannot rely on inaccurate
and obsolete data. DataMap Intelligence has tracking
systems in place that follow every emerging residential
development.
DataMap Intelligence collec ts data direc tly from the
source and updates the information bi-monthly. The
vast collec tion of information can be customized
and delivered to fit any specific needs. Heralding the
end of costly, unreliable, and outdated methods for
data tracking, The dynamic possibilities of DataMap
Intelligence provide real time data for companies
that depend on accurate and updated data that is
unavailable elsewhere.

products by DataMap Intelligence >>
DataMap DATA provides fresh, manipulatable,
exclusive raw data, useful to professionals in a variety of
industries, guiding them in expansion goals, site selec tion
and produc t marketability projec tions.
DataMap STREETS is a real-time tracking solution
that catches vir tually every new street as it comes into
creation, allowing geographic data collec tors to bypass
the typical indexing lag inherent in other mapping
technologies.

DataMap MAPS provides the most up-to- date,
accurate representation of the detailed road network
across the United States and Canada.
DataMap
Maps digital map data of fers accuracy and detail not
available elsewhere which will include vir tually every
street throughout Nor th America.
DataMap

SNAPSHOT is a unique application
that allows one to create customized comprehensive
snapshots of the entire new housing market across the
United States providing an accurate snapshot into the
future, displayed using Microsof t Vir tual Ear th.

DataMap ANALYST tracks the exac t movement of
the top 25 US home builders allowing users to compare
and analyze month vs. month, builder vs. builder, and
location vs. location to understand market trends and
predic t future marketing demographics.

DataMap DATA >>
By harnessing the power of the up-to-date exclusive data from
DataMap DATA, users in the professional, entrepreneurial,
and social services industries have discovered the numerous
benefits of DataMap DATA. Drawing on the robust data
applications available through DataMap DATA; expansion
goals, site selec tion, and produc t marketability projec tions
can now be based on science instead of guesswork.
Data includes:
Builder Information, Development
Information, Address of development, Latitude & Longitude
coordinates, County, Phone, eMail, Type of home, Size of
home, Sq. Ft., Price Range, Age of community, Number of
homes, number of homes sold, number of new streets.

DataMap STREETS >>
Since newly created residential developments are usually built on new streets, it is dif ficult and time consuming to keep track of vir tually every new street location.
DataMap Streets tracks this data and provides it to
you - in real-time. Typically, new streets take 3-5 years
to integrate into mapping sof tware; DataMap Streets
catches new streets as they come into creation.
DataMap Streets “new street location data” platform
is a real-time tracking solution, detailing vir tually
every new street location throughout the United States
and Canada. This makes keeping a clean, accurate
geographic database nearly ef for tless. In an ac tive
building market, more than 45,000 new streets in 7,000
new housing developments emerge each year. The value
of being able to track this development in a precise
manner is invaluable. Using geospatial vec tor images to
instantly integrate data for new streets and for those
under construc tion, users bypass the usual 3-5 year
indexing lag inherent in other mapping technologies.
This collec tion of data is extremely valuable to any
company that populates geographic databases for
mapping and related purposes. DataMap Streets will
complement your current dataset with the most up-todate new street data available.

Base Street Data
* Street Centerlines with address ranges
Additional Spatial Meta Data
* Name of Development
* City, County, State, Zip
* Point addressing
* Census Block & Trac t
* County Parcel PIN and/or Block & Lot
* Parcel area, perimeter and acreage
* Centroid points of Parcels

What sets DataMap Streets apar t from other data retrieval
methods such as NAVTEQ, Tele Atlas, County Planning
Agencies, USGS and Tiger is the real time pulse in tracking
all new streets which are in the “move in” developmental
stage.
Our bi-monthly updated database will ensure that
you have the most current data available. Utilizing the
DataMap Streets dataset will provide you with the precise
location and street layout of vir tually every new residential
development. This can then be quickly integrated into
your mapping dataset.
Our up-to-date information makes DataMap Streets
the first stop for any company that collec ts geographic
datasets for mapping sof tware. Armed with the knowledge
of thousands of unlisted streets, our data will af ford your
company a huge advantage. You will have the ability to
quickly integrate the most current new streets into your
dataset at a highly ef ficient rate.
You no longer have to settle for outdated maps that are
missing impor tant information. Instead, be prepared to
receive the best new street location data, each and every
time, through DataMap Streets.
Developer/Development/Community Data
* Developer Data: Name, Address, Phone, Email, Rank.
* Development Boundary
* Lat/Long coordinates of development entrance
* MSA Area
* Age of Community
* Home type
* Average sales price of homes
* Number of homes in Community
* Average square feet of home

DataMap MAPS >>
DataMap Maps provides the most up-to- date, accurate
representation of the detailed road network across the
United States. DataMap Maps digital map data of fers
accuracy and detail not available elsewhere which will
include vir tually every street throughout Nor th America.
Continuously updated to maintain its precision, it will be
the foundation for hundreds of new navigation services
and applications. Engineers and application developers,
wireless (cellular) and Internet navigation service
providers, automotive manufac turers, and elec tronics
companies will be using DataMap Maps data to drive
existing navigation produc ts, and to help develop the
next wave of innovations.
DataMap Maps digital map data is fueling a new era of
innovative thinking. An invention indeed; with its high
level of detail and accuracy, DataMap Maps digital map
data is the sure route to get the most up to date map
data at a reasonable price.
BETA version to be released Mid 2009.

DataMap SNAPSHOT >>
DataMap Snapshot is a unique application that allows one
to create customized comprehensive snapshots of the entire
new housing market across the United States. DataMap
Snapshot is powered by an extensive dataset that tracks
all new home sites of the top 200 builders. Detailed search
options place the interac tive map of choice at your finger tips.
Cutting-edge features provide power ful visual analysis
benefits. Expand your business to unchar ted sites by using
DataMap Snapshot to inform you about prime developing
areas per taining to your line of business.
Updated bi-monthly and extensively researched, DataMap
Snapshot is the most accurate and exceptional collec tion of
data available. The user friendly interac tive map enables
business professionals to ef for tlessly visualize and explore
future demographic trends. With DataMap Snapshots’s
comprehensive data on future demographic trends you can
constantly keep current with vital information about the
new housing market, all from the comfor t of your of fice desk.
Using DataMap Snapshot does not require any special
technological exper tise. Just enter your search criteria and
submit your query. In seconds, you will have a world of
information at your finger tips, all clearly presented on a
map complete with high-tech zoom features.

DataMap ANALYST >>
Wall Street Analysts and Market Research Groups know
that relying on outdated or inaccurate housing star ts
information adds unnecessary risk. DataMap Analyst
provides the most concentrated, potent data available.
Track the exac t movement of the top 25 US home builders.
Compare, and analyze month vs. month, builder vs. builder,
and location vs. location to understand market trends
while predic ting future marketing demographics. DataMap
Analyst provides you with real time data so that you can
make informed decisions in the financial markets.
BETA version to be released Mid 2009.

Message from the CEO
Dear Client,
I am pleased to present you with the most contemporary and accurate products
available in the mapping and geographic data industry.
As a residential land developer, I began researching the pace and course of all
newly created residential developments across the United States. At the time, I
encountered difficulties accessing required data such as the exact location of the
new/proposed developments, new streets, number of new homes to be built and other development characteristics. The amount of data that was available was limited and inconclusive.
Therefore, I developed a system in which data is collected directly from the builders and developers and is then processed, mapped and cross-referenced. As a result, under the umbrella of
DataMap Intelligence, Inc. I launched five distinct product lines that provide accurate data on all
aspects of new streets and developments across the United States and Canada.
While this data is highly valuable for any type of research in real estate, banking, retail industries,
social services, and governmental work, it also serves the simple task of “putting streets on the
map.” The average time it takes for streets of a new development to appear on any map, including
maps of the largest data providers such as Tele Atlas and NAVTEQ, is four years. With DataMap,
you will often receive data on streets in a new development prior to ground breaking.
To date, DataMap Intelligence has collected information of more than 175,000 new streets as well
as additional data that has not been collected until now. This select data is available exclusively
through the different products offered by DataMap Intelligence.
I welcome you to the world of current and accurate data with DataMap Intelligence.
Sincerely,

Charlie Schwab
President and CEO

5018 Route 9 South
Howell, NJ 07731
P: 732.534.5458
F: 732.730.9887
www.datamapintel.com

